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Pilkington and Hillside : Recap 
and Rationale 

Anjoli Foster



Pilkington v Secretary of State for the Environment [1973]

• Landowner had the benefit of two separate planning permissions for a plot of land, 
and claimed the right to build out both permissions 

• Each granted permission for one dwelling (on different parts of the plot), with the 
rest of the plot required to be unbuilt on / remaining as a smallholding  

• Court explained that a landowner can make any number of planning applications on 
a site, and this may result in numerous inconsistent planning permissions

• Pilkington principle = where two or more planning permissions have been granted 
on the same area of land and development has been carried out under one of those 
permissions. If that development has made it physically impossible to carry out 
development approved by another consent then that consent may no longer be 
relied upon. 

Pilkington and Hillside – Recap and Rationale
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• Original permission for 401 dwellings, with the masterplan showing the location 
of each dwelling and the road within the estate

• Over the years various other permissions (‘drop-ins’) had been granted and built 
out for individual dwellings which departed from the masterplan in the original 
permission

• Supreme Court approved the Pilkington principle, finding that it was now 
physically impossible to build out the development approved by the original 
permission and so it could no longer be relied upon 

Hillside Parks Limited v Snowdonia National Park 
Authority [2022]
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• Court rejected the argument that the original permission was ‘severable’, so that 
the ability to carry out any such element did not depend upon whether it was still 
physically possible to develop all other parts of the site in accordance with the 
original permission

• Unless there is some ‘clear contrary intention’ within the permission, it will be 
assumed that a permission for a multi-unit development is granted for an integral 
whole

• Rationale = when granting permission the LPA will have considered a range of 
factors relevant to the development as a whole (number of buildings, overall 
layout, public benefits of the scheme as a whole) – not authorised the developer 
to combine building only part of the proposed development with building 
something different from and inconsistent with the approved scheme on another 
part of the site

Hillside continued…
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• Left the door open for ‘severable’ consents where there is a ‘clear contrary intention’, 
but the rationale suggests surely difficult to do this retrospectively. This is where the 
Dennis case comes in…

• Confirmed that everything built out before a physically incompatible ‘drop in’ 
permission is implemented remains lawful. Useful in some scenarios. 

• Pilkington principle should not be pressed too far. It is only if the departure from the 
permitted scheme is material in the context of the scheme as a whole, that the 
original permission cannot be relied upon.  

• Suggested large schemes could be varied by making a new replacement application 
covering the whole site, setting out the modifications sought (but CIL, EIA etc…)

Note: Fiske v Test Valley BC [2023] – no legal duty on LPA to consider the inconsistency 
or effect of a ‘drop-in’ application on existing permission

Hillside : main takeaways
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Dennis : Severability and 
Scope of s.96A – What did it 
say? 

Alex Shattock



Dennis v LB Southwark [2024] EWHC 57 (Admin)

• Large, phased outline regeneration scheme (2015)

• Developer wished to ‘drop-in’ a higher density phase- including a taller tower

• Risk this would cause Pilkington/ Hillside issues later

• Council accepted a non-material amendment application under s.96A TCPA 1990 to 
insert the word ‘severable’ into the description of development

• The Council’s argument was that this was confirmatory only- phasing and outline 
nature enough to demonstrate severability, hence change was non-material

Dennis - what did it say?
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• Claimant argued permission was not severable to begin with- therefore the change 
was necessarily material

• Materiality usually a matter for the Council- but harder to make this argument when 
the change is a legal one to which there is only one right answer

• A planning permission is a bundle of rights- making a non-severable permission 
severable expands the bundle of rights- allows for mixing and matching without 
fear of later incompatibility arguments a la Pilkington

• So it came down to a question of interpretation- if the outline permission was never 
severable to begin with, the challenge would necessarily succeed

Dennis - what did it say?
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• Principles for interpreting permissions well-known: e.g. Lambeth London Borough Council 
v Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government [2019] 1 WLR 4317

• R v Ashford Borough Council ex parte Shepway District Council [1999] PLCR 12: Extraneous 
docs e.g. planning statement, DAS etc can form part of the permission by 
incorporation:e.g. “granted in accordance with…”

• In this case, large number of planning docs incorporated by the grant: most suggested 
the permission was intended to operate as a coherent whole within certain parameters

• No contra-indication the permission was intended to be severable e.g. mixed and 
matched. Phasing relates to order it is built out not how it is eventually intended to 
operate.

• Planning permission not severable to begin with and therefore amendment under s.96A 
not lawful.

Dennis - what did it say?
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Dennis - what does it say?
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How to Ensure Permissions are 
Severable at the Outset? 

Dr Ashley Bowes



(1) What is not a clear contrary indication?



(2) What are we looking for?



(3) Is ITV Studios an example?



(4) How to frame your permission …



Large Outline Schemes –

What now for retrospective 
accommodation of drop ins?

Jenny Wigley KC



• In light of Dennis, scope for a change to the ‘bundle of rights’ by s.96A very limited (if 
not non-existent), but could it be done by s.73 (or new s.73B)?

• Very hard to contemplate how ‘in principle’ flexibility  (for any proposed ‘drop in’) can 
be designed in retrospectively (particularly given no duty on LPA to consider effect on 
existing permission when determining ‘drop in’ – Pilkington and Fiske [2023] EWCA Civ 
1495)

• More straightforward if accommodating a known scheme – don’t shoot for the moon!

Large Outline Schemes – What now for retrospective 
accommodation of drop-ins?
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Fairly well trodden route now:

• Consider carefully how proposed ‘drop-in’ fits with the outline:

o Degree of flexibility in the outline as it stands? Check interpretation principles

o Stage of outline – have reserved matters been approved? Is there still time for new /different?

o Physical compatibility and planning impacts (are inconsistencies material / substantial?)

o Are they inconsistencies with description, conditions or approved RM details?

o Legal effect on continued implementation of outline

• Consider how outline (or larger full) permission can be amended to resolve 
inconsistencies

Accommodating a proposed drop in scheme
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• For description of development:

o Currently only s.96A – beware Dennis but assessment of materiality usually a 
matter of planning judgment (distinction between change to legal rights and 
change to development) (in light of Hillside (Lever Finance) – s.96A change not 
necessary –for reassurance only!)

o S.110 LURA – s.73B (not yet in force) – ‘if satisfied that its effect will not be 
substantially different from that of the existing permission’.

• For conditions – section 73 (not strictly ‘amendment’ - grant of new permission)

Amendment Tools
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• Useful in amending supporting documents and plans linked to conditions – but beware:

o Check whether supporting documents and/or plans are incorporated into the 
description of the development (see discussion in Armstrong [2023] EWHC 176)

o If ‘slotting out’ for future, check re approval of reserved matters timing and potential 
conflict with (purpose of) s.73(5).

• Cannot introduce change that is inherently inconsistent (to even a minor degree) with 
description of development  - Finney [2020] PTSR 455, Fiske [2023] EWHC (para 124)  -
NB different case from Fiske in the CA)

• May be able to introduce fundamental changes otherwise - Armstrong (paras 73 to 89) 
but see Fiske (para 126) 

• Once done all this, is a ‘drop in’ permission actually necessary or can it now be done 
under the outline?

More on Section 73
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Q&A
We will now answer as many questions as possible.
Please feel free to continue sending any questions you may 
have via the Q&A section which can be found along the top 
or bottom of your screen.
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